ANC 3/4G Public Meeting
September 27, 2021, 7-10:15 pm
Chat and Q&As for Maret re: ECC sports field
NOTE: The questions below were answered during the meeting and can be viewed on the video
recording.

Q&As LOG (pp. 1-12; CHAT LOG follows starting on p. 12)
Peter Lynch 08:01 PM
Has a decision be made on grass vs. turf?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Peter Lynch 08:01 PM
been*
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Brian Eriksen (he / him / his) 08:01 PM
I’d like to ask a question regarding the height of the landscaping on the Rittenhouse alley edge. When
should I raise my hand to ask such a question?
Lisa Gore, ANC 3/4G-01 08:02 PM
Brian, we will have an opportunity for public comment shortly…
Mike Batty 08:02 PM
What about the use of the field for the neighborhood residents (e.g. exercise, sports, etc.) when not
being used by Maret?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Sandra Cihlar 08:02 PM
Will the swimming pool be removed?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Kevin Morison 08:05 PM
Will the fields be natural grass or artificial turf?
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Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Jeffrey Zwerner 08:06 PM
What are ECC’s plans for the remaining buildings/space that is not subject to the lease? If this space
were to be used as a children’s school again, where would the children play outdoors?
Stephanie Nash 08:20 PM
The ECC plans to resume mission of providing special education and counseling support to children with
emotional challenges and providing support to their families. We are in the planning stages of
renovation and pre construction diligence to provide an updated facility. The ECC is also planning to
open an afterschool enrichment program on site that we think could be a benefit to area children
initially K-3. We believe programming due to renovation project would begin in September 2022.
jerry malitz (You) 08:07 PM
you mentioned the width of the multipurpose field as 195 feet. what is the length and how close does it
come to the edge of the property?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
daniel 08:08 PM
What about security? Is the plan to have onsite staff 24/7? How would you control access to the
facilities?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Karin Perkins 08:08 PM
I recognize that this is an exciting opportunity for Maret, given the long-term stability provided by this
lease. As a member of this ANC and also a DC public school parent, I am particularly interested to know
whether Maret will relinquish all hours at Jelleff field once this new project comes on line. Hardy MS,
among others, is desperate for after school hours at Jelleff.
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Kevin Morison 08:08 PM
How will the site be secured during "off-hours?"
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
daniel 08:09 PM
WRT lights dar night? What is the latest the lights would remain on?
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Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Susan Rzemien 08:09 PM
What will relocation of mature trees entail? How many trees will be relocated, how likely are they to
survive?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
stephanie chong 08:09 PM
Curious why ECC not interested in sale rather than leasing part of the space.
Ami Neiberger-Miller 08:18 PM
Hi Stephanie. Thank you for your question. After ECC had to close its school we went through a visioning
process and a decision was made to not sell our buildings and property and to continue to work to help
children. We are working toward starting an afterschool program and hope to reopen as a therapeutic
school in the future for children with special needs.
Lavine 08:10 PM
Will there be lights or a PA/loud speaker system on the fields?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Carlos 08:10 PM
When and how can we expect to get answers to the questions that were submitted?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Anonymous Attendee 08:11 PM
Would anybody be able to walk in and use the field? Would the surrounding neighbors be able to access
it? The plans do not mention anything on garbage disposal, collection time, pest control, etc? Do you
have details on all these issues?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Cal 08:11 PM
Is the scoreboard on the north end of the property intended also to be the scoreboard for the baseball
field, or will the baseball field not have a scoreboard?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Francisco De Oliveira 08:11 PM
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How impact will be parking in the busy Utah?
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
Dpatton 08:12 PM
What is your vision for bio-retention? The City has just gone through this neighborhood with welldesigned bio-retention, bio-remediation.
Randy Speck would like to answer this question live.
daniel 08:12 PM
Will the shot clocks mentioned in the presentation have a buzzer sound amplified?
Dpatton 08:13 PM
The plans indicate a retaining wall adjacent the existing alley on the north. How deep is the excavation
expected to be along the alley.
Francisco De Oliveira 08:13 PM
Is there any consideration for some surveillance cameras?
rebeccamaydak 08:13 PM
So in summary, the quiet limited use field is going to be a 7-day a week, busy, noisy, high vehicular
traffic area? Also when other groups/organizations use the field - Is it fee based? Who gets the fee
Maret , ECC?
rebeccamaydak 08:13 PM
Are there future expectations to increase the spectator seating? What is the high end of number of
spectators could be accommodated in the future?
Francisco De Oliveira 08:15 PM
From I gather, there will be no constructions in the current buildings facing Utah?
Mike Batty 08:15 PM
Thanks for your comments Marjo. Just to clarify, did you say that you would plan for the fields to be
open to neighborhood residents for recreational use(when not in use by Maret) during weekday and
weekend days?
Anonymous Attendee 08:18 PM
Why was the decision to make the fields artificial turf vs natural grass?
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Jennifer Anderson 08:18 PM
how do you connect to the service area that will be developed that was mentioned will be used for
emergency access to the fields. how is that area accessed - from the ally?
Meredith 08:19 PM
Will the building be available for Maret use only or will other groups who are using the facility be
allowed to use them as well?
A Sun 08:20 PM
Question for ANC - not very many of Maret's students live in this neighborhood. For certain, this will
cause additional traffic to the neighborhood, as parents pick up and drop off kids. How do we plan to
mitigate the effects of this commuting in our mostly residential neighborhood?
A Sun 08:21 PM
Question for Maret - how do you plan to make the field available for general neighborhood use? Will the
field/facility be gated?
Jeffrey Zwerner 08:21 PM
Regarding the potential other uses of the property that Mr. Fromboluti mentioned might ultimately be
more intrusive than Maret’s intentions - does ECC (or any of the commissioners) happen to know, what
sort of uses does the current zoning of the site actually allow for?
Chris Fromboluti 08:43 PM
The zoning is R1-B which is the same as the surrounding neighborhood.
Jennifer Anderson 08:21 PM
Will the there be loud speakers on the field?
Brian Eriksen (he / him / his) 08:22 PM
Would like to know how high the planned landscaping might be along the Rittenhouse alley and how
high the scoreboard will be (and its length). Presently the resendents along the alley enjoy an “infinite
green view” from the backs of our homes. I can’t speak for all my neighbors, but we’d rather continue to
have that expansive view rather than looking at, say, bushy junipers that are meant to give us privacy…
we’d rather have the view, even if it is now a field rather than a grassy field.
Anonymous Attendee 08:24 PM
Oh, is there any thought to building a swimming pool at the site? The neighborhood would be greatly
interested in that.
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Kevin Morison 08:26 PM
Will there be football games played on the multi-purpose field?
Kathy 08:27 PM
I was a Travel Soccer coach for 30 Years - This is defintely going to be a 7-day a week, year round sports
complex that runs from 7am to 8pm - The notion that this is better than "other undesirable options" is a
scare tactic. It is unfortunate that the space is not going to be converted to a neighborhood park.
Michael Durr 08:27 PM
Looks like a great set up for Maret. Probably so great for the neighbors. The space will be in high
demand.
rebeccamaydak 08:29 PM
Same with Utah - game parking on school side only.
Dpatton 08:29 PM
On the topic of parking, what about the youth organization drivers?
Jennifer Backus 08:29 PM
As someone who has lived on Nebraska Ave for 20 years, there is plenty of parking on the street - also
when the ECC was in full swing, we had the ECC staff park on Nebraska - it wasn’t disruptive at all
Francisco De Oliveira 08:30 PM
Just when more than one bus gets for the games, are (two) buses fitting on the 50 spaces?
Paul Rosenbaum 08:30 PM
Maret does not have any tennis courts. At present they rent the use of UDC’s 5 tennis courts for
practices and matches. Would Maret consider putting in 6 tennis courts at ECC? The community would
appreciate having more tennis courts available?
Anonymous Attendee 08:31 PM
It sounds like Maret thinks the parking will be enough for their games, but for the other groups that will
be using the fields, do you know that there won’t be more than 50 spots needed? Also, I believe there
are at least two houses on the north side of Nebraska
Anonymous Attendee 08:32 PM
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1. Will the fence along Rittenhouse alley remain during the construction? 2. How close to the alley will
the netting be once construction is completed and how high will the netting? 3 how high will the score
board be and why won’t it be on the corners like many fields?
Susan Rzemien 08:32 PM
Ditto the swimming pool question.
Meredith 08:32 PM
You've described use by Maret and third parties on Saturdays and Sundays for the majority of the year.
Can you describe any intent to limit this use to provide some relief to residents from what sounds like a
seven day a week utilization? Also, this frequent use by various sports organizations seems to leave
little time for the immediate community (neighbors) to use the field.
Anonymous Attendee 08:33 PM
Sorry if I missed this, but in addition to the other leagues that will use the fields, how will this field be
accessible to the general public and the surrounding neighborhood?
Kathy 08:33 PM
Looks like the quiet neighborhood that we moved into will no longer exist after 2023? Maret may not
get the crowds, but DC Soccer will.
Michael Durr 08:34 PM
I'm at the corner of Nebraska and Oliver with the bus stop in the front yard (which is great). We have a
lot of kids waiting for the bus in the morning, when they are basically sleepy zombies. Kids taking the M4
in the afternoon are a lot louder (we don't have many now since they are all headed home). Kids from
Maret or other groups heading home from practice will not be a plus. Any consideration for a bikeshare
station? Would help with traffic and be a bonus for nearby residents impacted by the site.
Jennifer Backus 08:34 PM
We just wanted to offer our support for this project and appreciation and agreement for what Chris F
just said. Our family lives directly across Nebraska Ave from new proposed gate and entrance. We are
also the parents of a Maret 10th grader. As a family who has lived on Nebraska Ave for 20 years, facing
the ECC, we are delighted that Maret and the ECC have signed this long term lease - preserving the
green space. We also appreciate the pledge that Maret has made to work with local youth sport groups
across the city to give access to the field when they aren’t using. It will be great to continue hear kids
playing across the street. Jenny Backus and Ed Pagano, 5841 Nebraska Ave
Ann Sutherland 08:34 PM
Approximately how many trees will be removed and how many will be moved? The large trees help to
soak up ground water. Have you taken this into consideration in approximating water runoff/retention?
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Dpatton 08:36 PM
I'm interested in the land. We have tremendous rainstorms, and artificial turf (typically) relies on a
gravel-filled reservoir below grade. How will this be sized to avoid excessive discharge to the watershed?
And the bio-retention again; will this be landscaped, as a rain garden (e.g. Arlington's Long Bridge Park),
or simply a basin?
Anonymous Attendee 08:37 PM
So, is the gate going to be locked during the day or will the field and parking be open all day?
Jesse 08:38 PM
Will there be restrictions on buses idling on Nebraska?
William Leibner 08:38 PM
I am a neighborhood resident in Northampton Street and a Maret alum. Maret is unquestionably a
diligent partner in the community—this plan is very thoughtful. It would be fantastic addition to our
neighborhood and would be a wonderful addition to the community.
Anonymous Attendee 08:39 PM
@Trey Holloway, but if there is a gate and it is locked, how will the community use it during the
weekend?
Lee Schoenecker 08:41 PM
LS Lee Schoenecker, former ANC Chair and a retired urban and regional planner. With DC public schools
being very overcrowded, why can Episcopal not engage the DC public schools? (FYI). In the previous
ANC, the Chair, Randy Speck suggested that this site might be used for the DCPS. The community
reaction was very negative. What makes any body believe that this particular proposal, once the word
gets out, will not be every bit and a lot more contentious?
Anonymous Attendee 08:41 PM
So if you say "we don't plan now" is there agreements you will commit to where you will NOT install
speakers?
Anonymous Attendee 08:42 PM
What plans do you have if the transfer of heritage trees is not successful? who maintains the trees once
they are transferred?
Jeffrey Zwerner 08:43 PM
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Has the traffic consultant provided guidance on traffic impacts during the construction phase? Please
could you describe the grading and construction equipment (type/amount) that is expected to be
involved, and the expected hours of work time?
Paul Rosenbaum 08:44 PM
In mid-December it gets dark at 4:30PM. Without lights the fields would be unusable for any
neighborhood exercise activities for most of the afternoon and early evening. Any thoughts about lost
utility of the space?
Anonymous Attendee 08:47 PM
It is not clear how high the netting will be and will there always be a green buffer between the netting
and the homeowner properties?
Will there be an additional fence? How high would the additional fence be and how will that be
integrated with the vegetation?
Anonymous Attendee 08:52 PM
The issue isn’t really Maret, it’s about the use of the fields by other groups
kishan putta 08:54 PM
Hello. Thanks for all this information. I’m an ANC representing Hardy Middle School which needs much
more afterschool hours for their growing sports programs (thanks for the hours shared already).
Q: you mentioned you won’t hold on to Jelleff if you don’t need it. But since So many are so desperate
to use that field afterschool, Will you please be more specific? Wouldn’t ECC satisfy all your needs?
Would you really need more? Can’t you relinquish Jelleff if/after ECC is developed? Thank you!
Kathy 08:55 PM
As a homeowner that will back up to the sports complex - I am wondering how this project will impact
surrounding home values?
Anonymous Attendee 08:55 PM
One would assume that the contracts with the other entities using the fields could have restrictions that
would make it tenable for the neighborhood in terms of overwhelming parking and other aspects of use.
It seems that there is the control there.
Anonymous Attendee 08:58 PM
If ECC is ever sold before Maret's lease runs out, what happens to the lease?
Meredith 08:58 PM
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Randy - I do not think my earlier question has been answered. I was not asking about the field, I was
asking about use of the building. Will the building be available for Maret use only or will other groups
who are using the facility be allowed to use the building as well (locker rooms, toilets, etc.)?
Anonymous Attendee 09:00 PM
The issue isn’t Maret, it’s the other groups that use it
Anonymous Attendee 09:02 PM
As a +10 year resident near the ECC site, this is a great opportunity to make use of a property that has
gone unused and is in disrepair. They are saving trees that today are being left to rot. What a great
opportunity!
Brian Eriksen (he / him / his) 09:03 PM
When answering my question about the view from the alley, Trey mentioned working with neighbors.
When can we expect that engagement to begin and how do we get invited “to the table”?
Catherine Crum 09:03 PM
Will the drain water management system take into account the hydrology effect downslope towards
rock creek park? The hydrology effects there is what has led to the erosion on Bingham road. We
wouldn’t want the drain off to dump into the neighborhood block downstream of the field.
Jan 09:04 PM
If parking is restricted on Nebraska Ave. then spectators will park on the side streets instead. I don’t see
this as a solution.
Anonymous Attendee 09:05 PM
@Marjo Talbott in regards to parking, have you considered putting parking underground (similar to
Murch ES) and use the ground level for other facilities such as a community swimming pool or tennis
courts?
Anonymous Attendee 09:05 PM
How about ANC members going to some Maret games to see how small the crowds are?
Anonymous Attendee 09:05 PM
Can you address Kathy’s question on home values dropping because of backing up to this now?
Jesse 09:05 PM
How will the traffic studies be coordinated with NPS as they study whether to keep Beach Drive open or
not. This could have a significant effect on current traffic patterns
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Kevin Morison 09:05 PM
Can you elaborate on plans for possible summer camps/programs?
Anonymous Attendee 09:05 PM
Can you consider moving the scoreboard so that residents in the alley do not need to stare at the board
Anonymous Attendee 09:06 PM
that scoreboard right behind someone’s house is ridiculous. Why can’t it be near the existing buildings
so that it doesn’t disturb homeowners?
Anonymous Attendee 09:07 PM
Agreed that it seems to leave little time for broader community use.
Anonymous Attendee 09:07 PM
Can you put up billboards with painted sceneries so the residents on Rittenhouse don’t have to look at
children playing outside?
daniel 09:09 PM
1- What’s the projected buffer space length along the Rittenhouse alley to the “fence” and field? 2since the fields are going to be open to the public, are you going to post available hours? 3- what if
Stoddard or associated clubs decide to run their tournaments in this field? Who is going to stop them?
jerry malitz (You) 09:15 PM
besides soccer, lacrosse and football i assume the baseball field will be used for Maret Baseball and
softball, is that correct? they both seem to have 6 home games each every season is that right?
Hope Palmer 09:17 PM
I am a neighborhood resident on the corner of Rittenhouse and 29th and a Maret alum. Maret has
clearly put an enormous amount of thought and diligence into this plan to ensure a safe, fun, and
community-friendly environment. I support their plan to convert this space into green sports fields to
benefit Maret students, local youth soccer players, and families in our neighborhood. Thank you!
Jay Ingram 09:25 PM
We have lived around the corner from the ECC for over 16 years and currently have two students
enrolled at Maret. We enthusiastically support the development of this space as a first-class multipurpose athletic facility for Maret programming and for other youth sports organizations in the District
of Columbia.
Anonymous Attendee 09:27 PM
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The presentation slides said the lease is up to 50 years. Can you tell us what are the exact terms of the
lease?
Anonymous Attendee 09:30 PM
Would suggest you have open houses with all houses that border the fields.
Brian Eriksen (he / him / his) 09:33 PM
You will go on forever without limiting this discussion. Maybe state no more questions.
Anonymous Attendee 09:35 PM
wont see children playing if looking at a huge scoreboard
Jan 09:37 PM
If you restrict parking on Nebraska Ave. wont this then create spectator parking issues on the side
streets adjacent to Nebraska Ave?
Anonymous Attendee 09:37 PM
20 years with 10 year extensions, up to 50 years, is that correct?
Anonymous Attendee 09:38 PM
Very disappointing answer about unwillingness to move the scoreboard.
Luke Hartig 09:39 PM
I’m a neighbor on Rittenhouse and 28th. Thanks so much for the thorough presentation and all the
details. Really appreciate you coming out and engaging the community so openly as you begin this
process.

CHAT LOG
19:10:41 From Stephanie Nash to Host and Panelists:
Hello LIsa, this is Stephanie Nash at ECC. I just wanted to be sure that my name was mentioned
correctly in the event I need to be brought in later as a panelist.
19:10:47 From Stephanie Nash to Host and Panelists:
Thank you.
19:11:02 From Stephen Marencic (@DCOPC) to Everyone:
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Happy Fall, Everyone!
My name is Stephen Marencic with the Office of the People’s Counsel. OPC is the consumer
advocate for utility ratepayers in DC.
If anyone has any utility issues, please reach out to OPC at 202-727-3071 or info@opc-dc.gov
You can always reach me directly at smarencic@opc-dc.gov
Here are a few updates from our office:
-Consumer Advisory: Difficulty Contacting WGL Customer Service https://conta.cc/38C4I0A
-Register for OPC’s Climate and Environmental Justice Discussion October 16, 10 am-1 pm
OPCclimate.eventbrite.com
Read our latest newsletter the OPC Connection-https://conta.cc/3yf25MD
-OPC’s response to the “appalling and hurtful” PSC Order on Pepco’s Rate Increase
https://conta.cc/3x2DM4v
-Join Our Email List for More Updates-https://tinyurl.com/dfwmwnn2
Stephen
19:11:25 From Lisa Gore, ANC 3/4G-01 to Stephanie Nash, Host and Panelists:
Hi Stephanie! Got it!
19:11:37 From Stephanie Nash to Host and Panelists:
Thanks so much!
19:13:02 From Ami Neiberger-Miller to Host and Panelists:
Ami Neiberger-Miller here supporting ECC with Stephanie Nash
19:14:04 From Stephanie Nash to Host and Panelists:
Lisa, also Ami Neiberger Miller is available to accompany me on the panel if needed. Thank you,.
19:14:45 From Lisa Gore, ANC 3/4G-01 to Stephanie Nash, Host and Panelists:
ok. Thanks!
19:15:10 From Ashby to Host and Panelists:
You don’t have to add 1! Just the area code.
19:17:09 From Ashby to Host and Panelists:
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+1 is the country code
19:17:26 From Ashby to Host and Panelists:
+1 is the US country code
19:19:38 From Alex Krefetz to Host and Panelists:
This is Alex from the Main Street - I would like to make a community announcement
19:19:40 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Everyone:
If you aren’t yet signed up for ANC emails, please do! Send an email with a subject line: add me
to your email list; provide your name and address (so we know which single member district you reside
in) and email to “3g@anc.dc.gov”
19:21:09 From Allen Seeber to Everyone:
Telephone numbers are 10 digits — no “1” for us; abroad, addiing “1” identifies USA
19:25:42 From Lois Hollan to Everyone:
Loishollan@comcast.net 202 413-0739 Issue: location of a more centrally located, Ward 3 high
school. I'm very sorry, I do have to leave to travel now, I would like to stay and learn more about your
neighborhood. Thank you for listening to me! Lois
19:26:29 From Matthew, W4 Constituent Services to Everyone:
Good evening y’all - this is Matthew from CM Lewis George’s office in Ward 4. Please feel free to
reach out if you need anything, have feedback or have questions. (mlandrieu@dccouncil.us | 202-2866311)
19:30:18 From Peter Lynch to Everyone:
Thank you for working on this, Alex
19:34:13 From Alex Krefetz to Everyone:
The Chevy Chase Main Street can be contacted at ccms@districtbridges.org
19:34:28 From rebeccamaydak to Host and Panelists:
People might not be on yet!
19:36:02 From Michele Wolin to Everyone:
Please put the link in the Chevy Chase listserv, too. Not many people will see it on this chat.
19:42:42 From Ron Eichner to Host and Panelists:
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charlottes by definition are interactive events with the community and the planners
19:46:40 From Trey Holloway to Everyone:
Hi Lisa. Trey Holloway and Marjo Talbott from Maret need to be promoted to presenters
19:46:50 From Marjo Talbott to Host and Panelists:
Marjo Talbott, Head o School
19:47:41 From Marjo Talbott to Host and Panelists:
Trey Holloway, Asst Head of Finance and Operations Liz Hall, Athletic Director Paul Trummond
Lawyer Aakash Thaakar
19:48:48 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Everyone:
All, here is the link to the Office of Planning’s Draft Vision and Goals document for the Chevy
Chase Small Area Plan. Please give feedback on the six themes and goals online at the same link:
https://publicinput.com/P1554
19:51:14 From vadim nikitine to Host and Panelists:
this is Vadim Nikitine a trustee at Maret. Can you please elevate me?
19:51:26 From Aakash Thakkar (he/him/his) to Host and Panelists:
Please promote Vadim Nikitine, is also a Maret Trustee. Thank you!
19:59:57 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Everyone:
Here is the announcement of the ANC 3/4G Information Exchange series to involve our
community on topics of interest related to the Chevy Chase Small Area Plan:
https://anc3g.org/agenda/announcement-info-exchange-series-re-input-on-chevy-chase-small-areaplan/. Session 2: This Thurs, Sept 30 at 7 pm, “Perspectives of High-Rise Residents.” See flyer for details
and Zoom and call-in info: https://anc3g.org/agenda/info-exchange-session-2-thurs-september-302021-perspectives-of-high-rise-residents-in-chevy-chase-dc-with-kristina-svensson-single-mother-oftwo-teenagers-eric-spencer-single-father-of/. And, if you missed Session 1 that took place on Sept 22nd,
“Small Area Plans: An Outside Expert Talks About What to Look For, Ask About & What to Avoid,” with
Jeff Farmer, Dev Dir, Dept of Planning & Zoning, City of Alexandria, VA, you can find the video recording,
Q&As/chat here: https://anc3g.org/agenda/presentation-about-small-area-plans/
20:01:33 From David Panush (he/him) to Host and Panelists:
so no practices on the weekends
20:06:19 From Jesse to Host and Panelists:
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I would just say that the “win-win” is only for you guys, it is not a win for those of us that live on
Nebraska Ave. Those of us that have young children who live directly across from this field, that will now
have additional traffic, buses and cars parking in front of our homes. I am assuming you will have traffic
cops or other individuals out making sure our children who use the surrounding streets for bike riding
etc will be kept safe each afternoon as buses and teenage drivers are around?
20:08:30 From Jesse to Host and Panelists:
What will access be to neighborhood children in the off times?
20:08:46 From Lavine to Host and Panelists:
Can you please address if any PA/loudspeaker system and if there will be lights on the fields?
Thanks.
20:09:40 From rebeccamaydak to Host and Panelists:
So in summary, the quiet limited use field is going to be a 7-day a week, busy, noisy, high
vehicular traffic area? Also when other groups/organizations use the field - Is it fee based? Who gets
the fee Maret , ECC?
20:12:16 From rebeccamaydak to Host and Panelists:
Are there future expectations to increase the spectator seating? What is the high end of
number of spectators could be accommodated in the future?
20:12:54 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to rebeccamaydak, Host and Panelists:
Becky, submit your questions to the Q&A and not the chat. I don’t want Maret to miss them and
I want your Qs addressed.
20:13:06 From Karin Perkins to Host and Panelists:
Could you please end the screen sharing so we can see the speakers?
20:13:07 From rebeccamaydak to Host and Panelists:
Oh sorry.
20:15:08 From Kevin Morison to Everyone:
Can you put back up the slide that shows the overall scheme/concept?
20:15:34 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Jesse, Host and Panelists:
Jesse, if you have a question for Maret, please submit them in the Q&A and not the chat so that
they are addressed.
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20:16:38 From Jennifer Anderson to Host and Panelists:
how do you connect to the service area that will be developed that was mentioned will be used
for emergency access to the fields. how is that area accessed - from the ally?
20:16:54 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Lavine, Host and Panelists:
Levine, can you please put your question in the Q&A so that Maren addresses it and it doesn’t
get lost in the chat. Thx.
20:17:42 From Lavine to Host and Panelists:
Thanks, yes, I did add them to the Q&A. Thank you for letting me know.
20:17:42 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Everyone:
All, please put your questions in the Q&A and not the chat so that it gets addressed by Maret
and we can make sure it is.
20:18:15 From Jennifer Anderson to Host and Panelists:
will the there be Loud speakers on the field?
20:18:41 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Jennifer Anderson, Host and Panelists:
Jennifer, please put your questions in the Q&A and not the chat so that we make sure they are
addressed by Maret.
20:18:44 From A Sun to Host and Panelists:
Question for Maret - how do you plan to make the field available for general use for the
neighborhood?
20:18:48 From Joel Velasco to Everyone:
https://www.maret.org/athletics/proposed-new-fields-at-ecc
20:19:27 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to A Sun, Host and Panelists:
Ann, put your question in the Q&A and not the chat so it gets addressed. We don’t want to miss
it.
20:19:58 From Jennifer Backus to Host and Panelists:
We just wanted to offer our support for this project and appreciation and agreement for what
Chris F just said. Our family lives directly across the street on Nebraska Ave from the new proposed
entrance. We also have a 10th grader from Maret. As someone whose property faces the ECC, we are
delighted that Maret and ECC have signed this long term lease - preserving the green space We also
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appreciate the pledge by Maret to work with local sports youth groups across the city to give access to
the field when they aren’t using it
20:20:17 From Jennifer Backus to Host and Panelists:
10th grader at Maret
20:21:43 From J Smith to Everyone:
The original lease never said 19 years.
20:27:20 From Jennifer Backus to Host and Panelists:
As someone who lives on Nebraska Ave, there is plenty of parking on Nebraska Ave - also when
the ECC was in session - we had the staff parking on Nebraska Ave - and it wasn’t disruptive
20:29:45 From Ashby to Host and Panelists:
Was the traffic study done during covid when traffic was dramatically reduced?
20:31:46 From Ashby to Host and Panelists:
The Frogs are city ranked!
20:32:06 From daniel to Host and Panelists:
Can we stop with the inside jokes and answer the questions being asked?
20:32:40 From Gary Thompson to Everyone:
I live near the ECC, 30 yrs., former ANC rep for this area I think it's great, welcome Moray to the
field there! It'll be fun to see some activity on the field.
20:34:12 From Carlos to Host and Panelists:
Parent attendees are a huge part of traffic so saying that you will address the parking situation
by busing the players in does not address the parking usage and traffic that parent attendees will add to
the area
20:58:48 From Antoine Williams to Host and Panelists:
DC Dynasty is a non-profit youth baseball organization with about 65% of our kids from DC
public and charter schools and Maret has never charged us a fee for use of the field. Previously, we have
only used the field strictly for practices where most parents drop and go.
20:59:58 From Connie Chang, ANC 3/4G-05 to Antoine Williams, Host and Panelists:
Thank you Antoine.
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21:02:40 From Jan to Host and Panelists:
If parking is restricted on Nebraska Ave. then spectators will park on the side streets instead. I
don’t see this as a solution.
21:14:03 From Ashby to Host and Panelists:
DC law prohibits bus idling anywhere in the District anyway.
21:19:01 From A Sun to Host and Panelists:
Great job, ANC! Thank you!! This is obviously a topic that is garnering a lot of community
interest!
21:21:11 From Lisa Gore, ANC 3/4G-01 to Everyone:
Thanks Ann!
21:43:40 From Randy Speck to jerry malitz, Host and Panelists:
Jerry, can you make a copy of the Q&A, as you did for the last meeting?
21:44:05 From jerry malitz to Host and Panelists:
i already sent it to you
21:44:26 From Randy Speck to jerry malitz, Host and Panelists:
Thanks.
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